Focuses

Civil and Human Rights

Partners address litigation, media, and public awareness related to freedom of religion, women’s rights, criminal justice, equality for Arab citizens, LGBTQ rights, and other minority populations.

Read More

Peace and Coexistence

Partners work to build awareness in support of secure and just peace between Israel and its neighbors, specifically Israeli Jews, Israeli Arabs, and Palestinians, in order to create a more ...
Israeli Politics

In order to effect change in Israel’s current political landscape, Partners seek to educate, organize, and force coalitions in respect to upcoming elections, newly passed legislation, leading political …

Social and Economic Justice

Partners explores the relationship between socioeconomic disparity and political unrest, and stands strongly for a measured path towards equality for all.
Religious Pluralism

In order to achieve a more progressive Israel, Partners supports the rights of practicing non orthodox Jews and views religious pluralism as a human rights issue on which we must stand firm.

Read More

Regional Developments

In order to achieve a more progressive Israel in context to the global community, Partners promotes sustainable collaboration among Israel and its regional neighbors, and promotes a peaceful …

Read More
The Occupation

Partners confront the occupation in perspective of a peaceful two state solution, and how the ongoing occupation and settlement effort undermine the country’s national interest.

Read More